






Swanson Construction yard in La Crosse, WI., by Swanson Construction. There it was 
dismantled and shipped out and sold as scrap metal. 
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DAVY LABORATORIES 
115 South Sixth Street 
P.O. Box 2076 
La Crosse, Wisconsin 54602-2076 
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Aammable mixtures may be ignited by many ignition sources, including open flames, gasoline 
engines, diesel engines, lightning, electrical shorts in worn or defective extension cords, and 
sparks. Spark sources include electrical lamps, power tools, fixtures, switches, 
nonexplosionproof appliances, welding, and static electricity. Another source of ignition may be 
present in tanks that have been used for the storage of sour stocks or aromatic tars. Finely divided 
Iron polysulfide deposits, which are pyrophoric on exposure to air, may form when sulfur 
compounds in  sour stocks react with the iron of storage tanks. When these pyrophoric deposits 
come in contact with air, a heat-generating chemical reaction takes place. I f  the heat is not 
dissipated, spot temperatures high enough to ignite a flammable mixture or residues can be 
reached. 

Aammable deposits, such as condensed hydrocarbon or scale that may have formed on the 
underside of the tank roof or on rafters, can be ignited by cutting or welding operations on the 
roof. Such underside areas should be wetted down and kept wet while hot work is being 
performed on the roof. 

The cleaning of j umbo size tanks may present special problems due to their very great volumes and 
large diameters. Special consideration will have to be given to ventilation and sludge removal. 
Special precautions and procedures, not included in this publication, should be established by the 
tank owner. Deviation from the guidelines in this publication may be necessary; however, the end 
objective of conducting cleaning safely must be achieved. 

2. 2.4 Physical Hazards 

In addition to inj ury or property damage, which may result from fires, explosions, toxic 
conditions, or asphyxiation, trouble may result from other causes, such as: 

1 .  I nadequate training of workmen or lack of competent supervision. 
2. Structural failure of the tank shell, roof, roof support members, swing line cables, or other 

tank members. Certain types of roof panels on internal floating roofs will not support a 
worker's weight. 

3 .  Tools or other objects dropping from overhead. 
4. Falls through thin, corroded roofs or from scaffolds, stairs, and ladders. 
5. Tripping over hose, pipes, tools, or equipment. 
6. Slipping on wet, oily surfaces or colliding with objects in inadequately lighted interiors. 
7 .  Accidental discharge of steam, high-pressure air, water, or oil, either into the tank or 

against personnel working outside, due to the omission of piping blinds. 
8. Insufficient or faulty personal protection equipment. 
9. Use of improper or poorly maintained tools, especially electrical tools or equipment. 
1 0. Failure to disconnect or make inoperative electrical or mechanical equipment when not in 

use or failure to blind pipes connected to the tank. 
1 1 . Noise in excess of acceptable levels. 
12 .  Inadequate lighting. 
13.  I nadequate working space. 

2.3 Personal Protection 

2.3. 1  Clot h i n g  

Before entering a tank, each tank cleaner must be properly dressed for tank cleaning work. 
Clothing and equipment must provide for personal protection. Each day, tank cleaners should 
wear clean clothing, including fresh socks and underwear. A hard had guards against head 
injuries. A long-sleeved shirt, long pants, and gloves help protect the skin against irritating 





CAUTION: Do not use oxygen cylinders or bottles for breathing-air purposes due to potential fire 
hazards and the risk of hyperventilation. 

Breathing air equipment should be located on the upwind side of the tank opening so that only 
fresh, uncontaminated air will be supplied. The breathing air intake of a blower or compressor 
should not be placed near an internal-combustion engine exhaust. Where practical, the equipment 
should be provided with a vertical intake extension or be placed on a bench to elevate the intake 
above ground level. Where air is supplied from one or more high-pressure breathing-air cylinders 
to protect them from physical damage. An uninterrupted air supply to the full-facepiece masks 
must be maintained until all persons are out of the tank and have removed their facepieces. 

Appropriate standby surveillance should be provided to monitor persons working inside the tank, 
the supply of breathing air, and conditions outside the tank. The type of rescue that might be 
necessary should be reviewed for each type of tank before entry. 

Low-and intermediate-pressure hose connections should be inspected frequently and kept tight at 
all times. If the hose is pulled or twisted, a connection may be loosened while the hose is in use. 
Therefore, personnel should be instructed not to step on or twist hose lines. Air-supply hose lines 
should be inspected daily during use and tested frequently to guard against leaks. Defective hose 
should be replaced. 

If a workman detects an odor such as gasoline while wearing a full-facepiece mask, he should 
leave the tank immediately. The source of the odor must be determined and eliminated before re
entry into the tank is permitted. 

The user of the mask may remove his hat or cap to enable him to adjust the facepiece for a tight fit 
It is essential that articles such as tobacco, snuff, and chewing gum be removed from the mouth 
before putting on the mask. Contact lenses should not be worn with respiratory protection masks. 

After the facepiece has been adjusted and tightened, it should be tested for leaks. This is 
accomplished by inhaling while the end of the supply tube is closed with the palm of the hand. 
Modified self-contained breathing apparatus tube masks require that the coupling be plugged to 
accomplish the test. If the facepiece collapses against the face, the fit is satisfactory. If it does not, 
leaks should be located and eliminated. Leaks may be caused by temple bars on glasses, facial 
hair, absence of dentures, scars, certain facial shapes, or an incorrect respirator facepiece size for 
the wearer. 

Persons should not be assigned to tasks requiring use of respirators unless it has been determined 
that they are physically able to perform the work and use the equipment The local physician shall 
determine what health and physical conditions are pertinent. The respirator user's medical status 
should be reviewed periodically-annually, for instance. 

Instructional written operating procedures for respiratory equipment should be available at the job 
site. 

Under no circumstance should masks be removed inside the tank. 

Facepieces should be cleaned frequently with soap and water, at least at the end of each day. Upon 
completion of the job, they should be properly stored in sealed plastic bags. The use of a mild 
disinfectant is recommended before storing the facepieces. The facepiece should be stored in a 
manner that will protect i t  from sunlight, dust, excessive heat or cold, moisture, and damaging 
chemicals. 

Upon completion of the job, hoses should be thoroughly cleaned, dried, and capped before 



storing. Parts of mask sets, including the harness and lifelines, should be cleaned and dried to 
prevent deterioration and should be ready for reuse. Equipment should be protected against 
exposure to excessive heat. Any repairs or replacements should be made as soon as the need for 
them has been established. 

2 .  3. 3 MISCELLANE OUS 

Full-coverage eye-protection equipment should be worn while scraping scale, cutting rivets , or 
spreading sawdust or other absorbents. Such equipment should be cleaned frequently and should 
be washed and sterilized upon completion of each job. Frequent or prolonged contact with oil may 
irritate or bum the skin and cause serious discomfort. Should such exposure become unavoidable, 
use gloves or, if necessary, the hands may be coated with commercial, nongreasy barrier creams 
which will provide partial protection. 

Tools and equipment should be cleaned thoroughly at the end of each day and immediately after a 
job has been completed. 

After a tank has been cleaned and closed for an extended period, the tank atmosphere should be 
checked for oxygen deficiency and tested for threshold limit value before re-entry. Only when the 
threshold limit value requirement has been met and the oxygen content in the tank atmosphere is 
above 19.5 percent by volume is it safe for men to enter a tank without respiratory equipment (see 
4.7 Case I) .  

2. 4 EMERGENCY PLAN AND STANDBY PERSONNEL 

An emergency plan should be developed and available. Standby personnel should be provided 
where indicated. Means of alerting workmen to come out of the tank in the event of an external 
emergency should be considered. 

Site Specific Emergency Personnel: 

Industrial Hygienist - Provide consul tation on any chemicals used or encountered, recommend any 
personnel air monitoring based on the risk assessment of the job site, recommend any personnel 
protective equipment other than level " D" currently required for this project. - Rick Stickler, 
Midwest Environmental Management Company (608) 784-5688. 

Environmental Specialist - Recommend soil sampling screening and laboratory sample collection 
and analysis protocol, verify degassing and purging of tanks with a combustible gas detector and 
investigate any impacts involving the subsurface encountered from LUST's.- Todd Schini , 
Midwest Environmental Management Co.,  (608) 784-5688. 

Fire Department - La Crosse Fire Department, Emergency- 91 1 .  

Police Department - Emergency 91 1 

Lutheran Hospital La Crosse - Emergency 785-0530 

Bills Pumping Service - Waste Hauler, La Crosse, WI. 782-7633. Final destination - Buchner 
Inc. ,  La Crosse, WI. 784-9000 WDNR approved waste oil burner. 

No barricading of the adjacent streets will be necessary at this job site since there is adequate space 
available on the station property and vent pipes will be used for the degassing process. These vent 



pipes are located near the middle of the property, approx. 1 2  feet above grade. No spark source is 
anticipated to be close enough to cause a problem. 

SEC T ION 3 • TANK-CL EANING OPERAT I ONS 

3 . 1 GENERAL 

Hazards encountered while cleaning petroleum storage tanks can be control led by proper planning, 
inspection, and training. Tank-cleaning operations involve the following major steps: 

1 . Preliminary preparations, including external inspection of the tank and surveying the 
immediate area, training and indoctrination of the crew, and inspection of equipment. 
2. Determining that the dike area is free of flammable or toxic materials before personnel are 
penni tted to enter the tank. 
3 .  Controll ing sources o f  ignition in, around, and on the tank. 
4 .  Emptying the tank b y  pumping and floating with water. This is probably the most 
commonly used procedure, but other methods may be employed. 
5 .  Blinding off the tank and deenergizing electrical circuits after as much as the contents as 
possible have been removed. 
6 .  Vapor-freeing the tank. 
7 .  Testing the tank for oxygen, hydrocarbon vapors, and toxic gases. 
8. Opening the tank for entry and removal and disposal of sludge. 

3 . 2 P RE PAR AT ION F OR CLEANING 

A supervisor who is competent to handle tank-cleaning operations should be placed in charge of 
the operation. He should first determine the type of product that the tank last contained and those 
contained in the past, as well as the indicated amount of sludge within the tank and the physical 
condition of the tank itself. He should make a survey of the surrounding area to determine whether 
it is safe to perform the cleaning operations. 

Equipment used for tank-cleaning operations should be inspected to ensure that it is free of defects 
and adequate for its intended purpose. Tank cleaners should be instructed in the proper use of all 
equipment, as well as safety precautions and rescue procedures. 

Vigilance is required on the part of everyone engaged in tank cleaning. All persons involved in 
tank cleaning should be trained and well informed of the fire and health hazards of tank cleaning. 
Such a training and indoctrination program promotes efficiency and minimizes the possibility of 
injury and fi re, which might result from error or misuse of equipment. Personal injury and 
property damage are less likely to occur when employees have a thorough knowledge of the 
operation, the proper use of protective equipment, and the hazards involved before the job begins. 

3 . 3  C ON T R OL OF SOURCES OF IGNI T I ON 

Before any work is done that might involve release of vapors, roads in the tank vicinity should be 
barricaded and posted. All  sources of ignition, including smoking, welding, or other work that 
might be a source of ignition, should be eliminated from the area where flammable vapors may be 
present or may travel. This area should be kept free of all sources of ignition, such as electrical 
and internal combustion engine equipment, from the time tank cleaning starts until the tank is 
vapor-free and the sludge has been removed. Then, if the equipment is used, it should be placed 
well away from the tank, preferably upwind to minimize the ignition hazard. No work should be 
done if the direction of the wind might carry vapors into areas where they might produce a 



hazardous condition, or when an electrical storm is either in progress or threatening. Even after as 
much oil as possible has been floated out of the tank and vapor-freeing has been completed, a 
hazardous condition may recur because of change in temperature, because of agitation of the sludge 
within the tank, or other reasons. 

Vacuum trucks, if used to remove sludge from the tanks, should be located outside the dike where 
vapors will not reach their internal-combustion engines. The vacuum pump exhaust gases should 
be discharged through hose of adequate size and length downwind of the truck. 

No artificial l ights except approved dry-cell -powered flashlights (see API Publication 221 2),  safety 
lanterns, cap lamps, or approved low-voltage lighting suitable for hazardous locations should be 
used inside the tank until the tank has been vapor-freed. Portable lights used outside the tank 
should be classified for hazardous locations, and extension cords should be equipped with 
connectors or switches approved for hazardous locations. Such equipment, when used, should be 
thoroughly inspected to ensure that it will not be a source of ignition. 

Unexpe cted sources o f  ignition often occur, so it i s  not su fficient just to e liminate 
conditions known to be a possible source of ignition. Every effort must be made 
to avoid the release of vapors near ground level during ventilation and c leaning 
o perati ons. Cleaning tanks at night should be discouraged because of limited visibility. 

Fire extinguishers and fire hoses readily at hand are advisable. 

To prevent spontaneous combustion, sludge removed from tanks that have contained sour stocks 
or aromatic tars should be kept wet until final disposal. 

3 .4 EMP T YING T HE TAN K 

Before the tank i s  opened, all residual product should be pumped or drained off to the lowest 
possible level through the water draw or pumpout connection. This pumping or draining may be 
augmented by adding water through existing piping connections, not through a roof opening, to 
float any remaining residual out of the tank. 

3 .  5 BLINDING OFF AND ELECT RICALLY ISOLAT ING T HE TA NK 

After all possible residual oil has been removed, steam, foam, and all other piping connected to the 
tank should be blinded off as close as possible to the tank-on the tank side of tank valves. This 
will prevent hydrocarbon vapors or liquids from entering the tank from the l ines. B linding off is 
accomplished by first closing all the valves nearest the tank, then breaking the connections and 
placing blinds in all the lines. Blinds should be of sufficient strength and thickness to withstand 
the maxim urn pressure that might be exerted against the blind. 

Before the blinds are installed, al l lines between the tank and the blind location should be drained 
or flushed. In addition, valves in lines outside the dike and nearest to the tank should be closed, 
and caution tags should be attached to these valves. Foam chambers on the tank should be opened 
and inspected to ensure that the seal is intact and that oil is not trapped in an area open to the tank. 
Drains at the base of pipe risers to the chambers should be left open. Heating coils should be 
turned off and valves tagged or locked "closed. " 

Electrical connections to mixers and other electrical equipment should be disconnected, tagged, and 
locked out. If the tank bottom is protected from corrosion externally by an impressed current 
system, a bond wire should be used when disconnecting pipe flanges. All tank ground cables and 



cable clamps should be inspected to ensure grounding and bonding integrity. 

3 .  6 W OR K  ON THE TANK R O OF AND IN TANK VICINITY DURING VAP OR 
FREEIN G 

CAUTION: Some tanks, on being emptied, may be in the flammable range. Work on the roof 
and adjacent to the tank should be limited to that which is essential. Workers should not be 
permitted on internal floating roofs during vapor freeing. 

When it is necessary for workmen to go onto a tank roof, an inspection should be made to 
determine what safety measures are needed. Planks should be used to distribute workers' weight 
over a larger surface if the roof is in questionable condition. Safety belts and lifelines can be used, 
with a designated rescue worker standing by in the event of an accident. 

When work is being perf armed on the outside of tanks that have contained sour stocks, in 
locations where exposure may occur, workers should wear protective respiratory equipment that 
provides an independent air supply. 

3 .  7 VAP OR-FREEING THE TAN K  

Where conditions permit, i t  is  preferable that the tank be freed of flammable vapors before other 
steps are undertaken. In the initial stage of vapor-freeing, while the tank stil l  contains a flammable 
mixture, work in the area should be kept to a minimum. 

A Principal consideration in vapor-freeing a tank is the disposal of displaced vapor to minimize the 
possibility of a hazardous condition in the surrounding area Effective disposal and the precautions 
required depend to a large extent on whether vapors are to be displaced by mechanical ventilation, 
steam ventilation, or natural ventilation. 

3 .  7 . 1  MECHANICAL VENTILATI ON 

Several methods of mechanical ventilation are quick and are considered safe. Vapors may be 
drawn from top manways by educators or fans, or air may be forced through bottom shell 
manways by air, steam, or  electric-motor driven fans suitable for hazardous locations. In each 
case, the air mover should be electrically bonded to the tank. 

The time during which the vapor/air content in the tank will be flammable should be reduced to a 
minimum. One desirable method of accomplishing this is to place an educator in a top manway 
with a flexible tube attached to the educator and extending it to near the tank bottom. The heavy 
vapors are thus drawn from near the bottom through the tube and educator and discharged upward. 
The shell manway cover is left on, and the l ighter air enters the tank through the top manway. 

Discharging the vapors at the top of the tank allows maximum mixing with outside air and reduces 
the chances of flammable mixtures reaching a source of ignition. No work should be permitted on 
top of the tank while vapors are being educted. 

Another method is to use an educator or an air-, steam-, or electric motor-driven blower to draw 
vapors from the top manway and allow air to enter the tank from the bottom shell manway. Such 
an exhaust fan or educator should be started at a low delivery rate to avoid a vacuum in the tank 
before the shell manway is opened. This will establish a pressure differential so that there will be 



no release of vapor at ground level when the shell manway cover is removed. After the shell 
manway cover has been removed, the exhaust educator should be operated at ful l  capacity. 

Another mechanical method is to place the blower in the bottom man way and force air into the 
tank, allowing the vapor-air mixture to escape through the roof manway. The cover should be left 
on the roof manway until after the blower is installed in the shell manway. The roof manway cover 
is then removed and the blower started. 

The blower may be air-, . steam- or electric motor-driven. If an electric motor-driven blower i s  
used, the motor and all electrical cables and connectors must be suitable for hazardous locations. I f  
I f  a gasoline engine-driven blower must be used, the engine i s  an additional source of ignition and 
must be located away from the tank, preferably outside the dike and on the upwind side of the 
tank. 

A canvas duct may be used to carry air from the blower outlet to the manway. Care must be taken 
not to place the blower intake near other possible sources of vapor release, such as adjacent tanks, 
sewers, or loading racks. 

3 .  7 . 2  ST EAM VEN T ILAT I ON 

Steam ventilation may prove advantageous in some cases, but its use introduces some special 
hazards. To be effective, it must be introduced at a rate high enough to raise the temperature inside 
the tank to at least 170 F (77 C). Often the available steam is insufficient to do this, particularly 
during cold weather or on large tanks. If the temperature in the tank reaches equilibrium below 
170 F (77 C), the steam wil l  condense as fast as it is introduced and no more vapors will be 
expelled. 

The flow of steam into the tank may also generate static electricity, which can cause sparks and the 
ignition of flammable vapors. The pipe or nozzle of the steam hose, if one is used, must be 
bonded to the tank, but this will not prevent a charge from being generated by the steam after i t  
leaves the nozzle or  the end of the pipe. A charge may accumulate on an electrically insulated 
object inside the tank and result in sparking when the object comes close to any part of the tank at 
ground potential. 

Steam should be introduced through a connection near the bottom of the tank, and either the roof 
man way or the gage hatch should be left open during the entire operation. This will avoid both the 
building of excessive pressure while steaming and the creation of a vacuum while cooling. When 
employing steam vapor-freeing, be certain that sufficient vacuum venting is provided to prevent 
any vacuum formation within the vessel from rapid steam condensation. 

3 .  7 . 3  N AT URAL VEN T ILAT I ON 

The least desirable method of vapor free a tank, since it could allow vapors to drif t to a source of 
ignition, is to simply remove roof and shell manway covers and let the tank stand until natural 
ventilation makes the tank gas-free. This is also a slow process. At  least at the start, the vapors 
will flow from the shell manway and, at times of little wind, may drift considerable distances. 
Wind or heat from the sun may cause the vapors to reverse and flow from the roof manway, 
particularly near the end of the operation. Sometimes wind sails can be used to increase the rate of 
ventilation. 

Because drift and concentration of vapors are unpredictable, no work should be permi tted in the 
vicinity of the ventilation and only the person, in proper protective clothing and equipment, 
making occasional gas tests should be allowed in the area. 



3 .  8 CON T R OL OF PYR OPHORIC DEP OSI T S  IN SOUR ST OCK AND 
AROMAT IC TAR TAN K S  

I f  the tank has contained sour stocks or aromatic tars, deposits in  the tank may spontaneously 
generate heat and cause ignition if allowed to dry out and react with the oxygen of the air (see 
2.2. 1) .  This source of ignition can be controlled by isolating these deposits from air or by 
dissipating the heat to prevent a temperature rise until the atmosphere inside the tank is below the 
flammable range. This may be accomplished by wetting all interior surfaces of the tank with water. 
The wetting dissipates the heat of reaction and also tends to isolate these pyrophoric deposits from 
oxygen present during ventilation. Continuous wetting of the inside surfaces of a tank can be 
accomplished by positioning hoses with fog nozzles at open manways. The fog nozzles should be 
electrically bonded to the tank shell. 

A suggested procedure for vapor-freeing and removal of pyrophoric deposits from shell and roof 
surfaces involves the following steps: 

1 .  Steam the tank until the interior surfaces are wet with condensate (see 3.7.2).  
2 .  Install a high-capacity air mover i n  the roof manhole and one or more large fog nozzles in 
the neck of the shell manhole. Bond the air mover and nozzles to the tank. 
3 .  Without delay, tum on the fog nozzles and immediately thereafter tum on the air mover. 
(The interior surf aces of the tank will be kept wet and the ingoing air wil l  be thoroughly wetted by 
the moisture from the fog stream).  The air mover and fog nozzles must be operated without 
interruption until the tank is vapor-free. 
4. With the air mover still in operation after the fog nozzle has been removed, knock down all 
loose scale with a high-pressure water stream. 

CA UTION: Workmen who enter the tank with the high-pressure water line must wear adequate 
protective equipment (see 2.3), and the requirements for entry must be met. 

5 .  Proceed with the tank cleaning operation. 

3 . 9  VAP OR T ES T ING 

To determine the progress of vapor-freeing operations, the atmosphere in the tank and the 
surrounding area should be tested frequently throughout the operation with a vapor indicator. (For 
testing inside the tank, in the case of tanks which have contained leaded gasoline, the tester should 
be equipped as described in API Publication 2015A.) The tester should be thoroughly familiar 
with the reading and handling of the instrument. Before taking readings, the tester should 
determine that the instrument is in proper working condition and correctly calibrated. It is 
important that the tester adhere to the manufacturer's recommendations for checking and calibrating 
the instrument and use of the instrument in high humidity conditions. 

Samples of vapor should be taken, preferably at the exhaust outlet. 

Vapor indicator tests slwuld not be perjonned during steam operations because the results may be 
erroneous. 

10 perform a vapor test foil owing steaming operations, permit the atmosphere within the tank to 
stabilize for at least 15 minutes. When vapor concentration has been reduced to 50 percent of the 
lower flammable limit and air is entering the shell manways, personnel need not be restricted from 



around the tank. However, the introduction of potential ignition sources within the area should 
still be subject to rigorous control based on the vapor concentration tests, wind direction, and 
velocity. 

When vapor concentration in the mixture leaving the tank is reduced to approximately 20 percent of 
the lower flammable limit, the first objective of removing the flammable atmosphere has essentially 
been accomplished. However, this condition is not necessarily permanent, and ventilation and 
vapor testing should be continued. The exact vapor concentration considered safe before 
proceeding with the next step in the work will depend upon the program set up for sludge removal. 
This, in tum, will  depend on the size of the tank, the facilities available, the amount of sludge, and 
other factors. 

CA UTION: The tester should wear respiratory equipment and protective clothing until it has been 
determined that: 

1 .  Other toxic substances are not present at levels above the established exposure limit value, 
as specified by the employer. 
2 .  The tank has not contained leaded gasoline or has previously been declared lead free. 
3 .  The oxygen content is at least 19.5 percent. 
4. The vapor indicator registers a reading not exceeding 10 percent of the lower flammable 
limit. 

The ventilation should be shut down for 15 minutes prior to and while the tests are being made. 
Preferably no work should be started within the tank until it is vapor free. Any entry into the tank 
should follow the procedure outlined in 4.6 concerning the presence of an outside observer. 

3 . 1 0  INIT IAL CLEANING FROM OU T SIDE T HE TANK 

After the foregoing steps have been completed in the order outlined, cleaning of the tank may be 
started. 

The tank should now be temporarily vapor-free and ready for removal of remaining manway 
covers, riveted door sheets, or bolted cleanout cover plates. 

Initial cleaning should be performed from outside the tank when the vapor concentration has been 
reduced to 50 percent or less of the lower flammable limit. A water-hose stream directed through 
open manways or rotating nozzles pointing inward from the tank shell and numerous similar 
devices have been successfully used to dislodge sludge and float it to a water draw or pumpout 
connection. All nozzles should be electrically bonded to the tank shell. Ventilation should be 
continued to maintain inflow of air at shell manways during this process. Occasional tests should 
be made for flammable vapors. The stirring of sludge may release vapors and increase vapor 
concentration. If the concentration rises to above 50 percent of the lower flammable limit, washing 
should be stopped until a safe concentration has been re-established. 

Pumping equipment used for the removal of sludge and excess water from tanks preferably should 
be driven by air, steam, or an approved electrical drive suitable for the area classification. If it 
becomes necessary to use open type, electric-power or gasoline-engine driven equipment, the 
following special precautions are recommended to minimize the potential hazards: 

1 .  Steps should be taken to ensure that an adequate flow of fresh air will enter the tank at the 
shell opening and be exhausted from the roof man way, thereby ensuring that flammable vapors 
will not flow out of the tank shell manway at ground level. 
2 .  Equipment should be located on the upwind side of the tank and out of range of probable 



vapor travel preferably outside or on top of the dike. 
3 .  The area around the tank should be tested for flammable vapors with a vapor indicator 
before any equipment, which may be a source of ignition, is started. 
4 .  If  a pump is used to remove residuals from the tank, it should be attended and properly 
maintained for continuous operation during the period of tank cleaning. 

Each time the equipment is to be started, the area should first be tested for flammable vapors. A 
gasoline engine should always be stopped during refueling. Throughout the pumping period, 
close checks should be made to ensure that a flow of air is entering the shell man way. If at any 
time the inflow of air is stopped, the pump should be stopped immediately. The pumping 
operation should not be resumed until ventilation has been re-established and the area has been 
tested and found to be free of flammable vapors. 

SEC T ION 4 - TANK EN T RY 

4. 1 Testing for Entry 

A tank that has not previously contained leaded gasoline may be regarded as safe for entry without 
respiratory equipment if it has been determined that 

1 .  Toxic substances are not present at levels above the established exposure limit value set by 
the employer (see 1 .3,  2.2.2, and 2.2.3) .  
2 .  The vapor indicator registers a reading not exceeding 10 percent of the lower flammable 
limit. 
3 .  Oxygen content is at least 19.5 percent. 

Entry may be made with approved supplied air respiratory equipment for cold work purposes 
provided that the flammable vapor concentration is not more than 20 percent of the lower 
flammable l imit  and the oxygen content is not less than 16 percent. 

Prior to work, the interior of the tank should be inspected for physical hazards, such as loos 
rafters, angle irons, or columns and other materials that might fall. In addition, swing l ines should 
be checked to ensure that they have been lowered to the tank bottom or are properly supported by 
angle frames. 

4.2 Testing for Toxic Substances Including Lead 

Tests should be made to ensure that vapor concentrations are within established exposure limit 
values set by the employer (see 1 .3 ,  2.2.2, and 2.2.3). Otherwise, workers should be required to 
wear respiratory equipment and protective clothing. 

Tanks that have contained leaded gasoline may contain residues of lead antiknock compounds in 
sufficient quantities to present a serious health hazard even though the tank may be hydrocarbon
vapor free and contain sufficient oxygen. Before entry without protective equipment, tests should 
be made to ensure that the tank may be considered lead-hazard free as outlined in API Publication 
201 5A.  The requirements of Case I in 4.7 must also be met. 

4 .  3 T esting for Oxygen 

After a tank has been cleaned and then closed for an extended period, the tank atmosphere should 
be checked for oxygen deficiency and gas-tested before re-entry. Only when the oxygen content in 
air is at least 19.5 percent by volume is it safe for workers to enter a tank without supplied air 
respiratory equipment (see 2.2). 
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4 .  4 Other Physical Hazards 

See 2.2.4 for special physical hazard precautions. 

4 .  5 Entry Permit 

A qualified person, authorized to do so, should sign and issue an entry permit before workers enter 
a petroleum storage vessel. Persons entering the vessel should be sure that the permit has been 
correctly issued. The permit should be readily available for review and should attest that the 
provisions of Sections 2 and 4 of this publication have been carried out. 

4 .  6 Add itional Precautions 

While workmen are inside a tank completing the cleaning process, a workman should be available 
outside the tank to assist those within the tank in the event of an emergency. When entrance into 
the tank is made, lifelines attached to the D-rings of the wor1tmen's harnesses should be considered 
for added protection. The outside observer also should have adequate respiratory equipment 
available. A nyone who has inhaled hydrocarbon vapors should have immediate medical attention 
if he appears weak or exhibits other unusual symptoms. Workmen should exercise caution to 
prevent skin contact with oil or sludge. In the event of such contact, the oil or sludge should be 
washed from the skin with soap and water as promptly as possible. 

Safe and easy entrances and exits through manways should be provided. Tank-bottom sumps 
should be covered or guarded to prevent falls. Tools or other equipment should not be dropped or 
thrown from higher levels of the tank. Lighting should be provided, preferably by explosionproof 
lamps. 

4 .  7 PR O T EC T IVE EQUIPMEN T REQUIREMEN T S  AND PERMISSIBLE 
PERSONNEL AC T IVI T Y  F OR VARIOUS TANK AT M OSPHERES 

4 .  7 . 1  CASE I-EN T RANCE N O T  REQUIRING FULL RESPIRAT ORY 
EQUIPMEN T OR PROT EC T IVE CL O T HING 

A tank can be entered by workers without respiratory protection if the tank atmosphere meets all of 
the conditions l isted below and a permit for personnel entry has been issued. 

1 .  Rammable vapors are at 10 percent of their lower flammable limit or less. 
2 .  Oxygen i n  the tank atmosphere is 19.5 percent by volume, o r  greater. 
3 .  Airborne concentrations of toxic substances are below established exposure limit values as 
specified by the employer (see 1 .3 ,  2.2.2, and 2.2.3). 
4. The tank has not contained organic lead or, if  it has, it has been cleaned and a lead-in-air 
test shows that airborne concentrations of organic lead are at 2 micrograms of lead per cubic foot 
(0.075 milligrams of lead per cubic meter) or less. 

Respiratory and other personal protection may be required for some tank repairs (see 6.4 ). 

4 .  7 . 2  CASE II - EN T RANCE REQUIRING RESPIRAT ORY EQUIPMEN T AND 
PR O T EC T IVE CL O T HING 
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Workers wearing positive air pressure, full-facepiece respiratory equipment can enter the tank, 
provided that the tank atmosphere meets all the conditions listed below and a permit for entry has 
been issued. Protective clothing must be worn if toxic materials present can be absorbed through 
the skin. For entry into leaded gasoline storage tanks, see API Publication 2015A.  

1 .  Rammable vapors are less than 20 percent of the lower flammable limit. 
2 .  Oxygen in the tank atmosphere is 1 6  percent or more. 
3 .  Hydrogen sulfide concentrations are less than 100 parts per million. 
4. Airborne concentrations of other toxic vapors are below levels acceptable to the employer. 

4. 7 . 3  CASE III  • ENT RANCE PR OHIBI T ED 

A tank must not be entered i f  any of the following conditions exist: 

1 . Rammable vapors are greater than 20 percent of the lower flammable limit. 
2 .  Oxygen in the atmosphere i s  less than 1 6  percent. 
3 .  Hydrogen sulfide concentrations are 100 parts per million or more 
4.  Airborne concentrations o f  toxic vapors are above levels acceptable to the employer for 
entry. 

SEC T I ON 5 • W ORKING IN T HE TANK 

5 . 1 VEN T I LAT I ON 

Flammable and toxic vapors may be present as long as oil or sludge remain within the tank. For 
this reason, ventilation should be continued, regardless of acceptable test results for flammable 
vapors, until oil and sludge have been removed. 

5 .  2 RE T ES T ING 

Tests for flammable and toxic vapors should be repeated at frequent intervals throughout the entire 
cleaning period. If the exposure limit and oxygen requirements are not met, workmen without 
respiratory equipment should leave the tank and ventilation should continue until the conditions 
specified in section 4 are re-established. Such tests are especially important before re-entry into a 
tank following any extended interruption of work or after an overnight break i n  operations. 

5 . 3  REM OVAL OF SLUDGE 

5 . 3 . 1  REM OVAL AND D ISP OSAL OF LEADED GASOLINE T ANK SLU DGE 

For tanks that have contained leaded gasoline it is essential that sludge removal be performed with 
the precautions specified in Publication 2015A. The disposal method must comply with applicable 
federal and local waste disposal regulations. 

5 . 3 . 2  ME T H ODS FOR REM OVING SLUDGE 

Sludge may be removed by various methods or by a combination of methods, depending on the 
construction of the tank and the number and size of shell openings. The simplest method is usually 
to: 
1 .  
2 .  
3 .  

Wash, brush, or sweep the sludge into piles. 
Shovel the sludge into buckets or wheelbarrows to remove it from the tank. 
Sweep and wash down the tank with a water-hose stream. 
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4. Remove remaining moisture from the tank by using an absorbent such as sawdust, spent 
clay, or rags. 

While removing sludge by such methods, care must be taken to minimize release of vapors from 
the sludge. 

If riveted or welded door sheets have been removed from the tank, or if the tank has floor-level 
cleanout manways, much of the sludge may be removed by flushing it from the tank with a high
pressure water stream. If such openings do not exist, self -priming pumps or steam- or water
operated ejectors may be useful. Any method of removing residual material that minimizes the time 
workers must spend inside the tank contributes to the safety of the tank-cleaning operations. 

Vacuum tank trucks provide a fast and efficient method for removing and hauling sludge from 
tanks being cleaned. The area of operation for vacuum tank trucks must be proven to be vapor
free, and the truck should be located upwind from the tank and outside the path of probable vapor 
travel. In the area of discharge of sludge from the tank truck, vapor travel and sources of ignition 
must be considered. 


